URGES THEOLOGIANS TO CURRENT PICTURE OF THE CHURCH

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Theology has been called to work in solving some of the world’s pressing problems, according to a special report of the Catholic Church. The report, released here today, says theology should be more active in helping people understand and meet the spiritual problems of the world today.

The report, which was adopted by the Catholic Theological Society of America, was a special commission created to study the role of theology in the Church. It was chaired by Rev. John T. McCarthy, S.J., and included theologians from various parts of the world.

The commission concluded that theology has a responsibility to help people understand and deal with the spiritual problems of their time. It recommended that theologians should be more involved in the life of the Church and society, and that theological work should be more accessible to the general public.

The report also called for more theological education for priests and seminarians, and for more theological research and publication.

Theology, the report said, "is a discipline that is necessary for the Church's understanding of the world and for the development of its internal life. Theology is a means by which the Church can respond to the problems of today."

The report urged theologians to be more active in their work and to be more involved in the life of the Church. It called for more theological education for priests and seminarians, and for more theological research and publication.

The report was adopted by the Catholic Theological Society of America at its meeting here today.

The commission was chaired by Rev. John T. McCarthy, S.J., and included theologians from various parts of the world.
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HOMEMADE: William J. Langen pursues his hobby of making roses out of 40 years.

At 89 He 'Grows' Rosaries
For His 69 Disciples

Cardinal Sean O'Malley, archbishop of Boston, offers his blessings for the beatification of Francis Xavier Hodapp, who came to Bayonne to work among the Irish immigrants. The beatification of Hodapp, a lay brother and Irish immigrant, was celebrated in a Mass given at the Cathedral Church of Mary, Queen of the World in New York, on June 26, 1978.

Cardinal Newman Inquiry

BRITISH CATHOLIC JOURNAL

The Newman Society is an international society dedicated to the study and promotion of the life and work of the great 19th-century English Catholic priest and theologian, John Henry Newman. The Newman Society has chapters in universities and colleges throughout the United States and Canada, and meets regularly to discuss Newman's works and their relevance to contemporary issues.

Hodapp's life was marked by his dedication to the poor and marginalized, and his work among the Irish immigrants in Bayonne. He is remembered as a compassionate and selfless person who gave his life to serve others.

Cardinal Newman was born on February 21, 1801, in London, England, and died on August 11, 1890. He was a prominent figure in the Oxford Movement and is known for his contributions to the development of Catholic literature and thought.

In 1845, Newman was elected to the British House of Commons, but in 1847, he converted to Roman Catholicism. He became a major figure in the Catholic Church and is known for his writings on religious and philosophical topics.

Newman was canonized as a saint in 2011, and his feast day is celebrated on September 8.

The Newman Society is committed to preserving Newman's legacy and promoting his teachings among today's Catholics. The society sponsors lectures, conferences, and other events throughout the year to honor Newman and his work.
Indonesian Bishop Says Church Must Help Asian-Progress

By James C. O'Neill

**Holy Office Shrugs Its Work in Secrecy**

By Gerald Corrigan

**S. Marsh & Sons VALUE IS a most important word**

In 1960, in its February issue, the magazine *Custom of America* featured a story about the work of the Holy Office, the Vatican body responsible for investigating heresy and other religious offenses. The article, titled "Holy Office Shrugs Its Work in Secrecy," highlighted the office's secretive nature and the lack of transparency in its operations.

The article begins by noting that the Holy Office, also known as the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, is one of the most powerful and influential bodies within the Catholic Church. It is responsible for investigating and declaring statements as heretical or divergent from the Church's teachings.

The article then goes on to describe the process by which the Holy Office investigates accusations of heresy. It notes that the office's work is often shrouded in secrecy, with little information available about its proceedings or the outcomes of its investigations.

The article also addresses the controversy surrounding the office, particularly in the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council. Many have criticized the Holy Office for its conservative stance and its role in maintaining the Church's traditional teachings.

The article concludes by noting that the Holy Office's work remains largely shrouded in secrecy, with little information available about its proceedings or the outcomes of its investigations.

---

Rome School Opens American Institute

**Rome (RNS) —** Students in Rome are being welcomed by President Francis Cardinal Spellman, who said in a statement to reporters that the American Institute is "an important step forward in the development of American-educated priests for the service of the Church in the United States and the rest of the world." The institute, which is established with the approval of Pope Pius XII, will provide a four-year program of study for American seminarians.

The institute will offer courses in theology, philosophy, and history, as well as practical training in pastoral work. The program is designed to prepare American seminarians for ordination as priests, and to help them develop a deeper understanding of the Catholic faith and its teachings.

President Spellman emphasized the importance of the institute in the context of the current situation in the United States. "This is a time of great change and challenge," he said, "and we need young men who are well-educated and well-prepared to serve as priests in the Church." The institute will be located in the heart of Rome, near the Vatican, and will provide students with access to some of the finest resources available.

---

SUNDAY MISSALS

*All-Colored Missals *

**Saint Joseph Missals**
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By S. Marsh & Sons
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24 Commerce Street, Newark, N. J.
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STOP IN TODAY PARK FREE!

**OR BANK BY MAIL**
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18th Ave. & Sth St.
NOW is the time to see EMIGRANT about a Mortgage also to start a Savings Account

15 EXTRA DIVIDEND DAYS IN JULY

Good time to start saving! Just open an account or make a deposit any day through July 16th. Emigrant will pay you latest divi-
dends figured from the first of the month.

DIVIDENDS FROM DAY OF DEPOSIT
At other times of the month Emigrant pays interest dividends from day of deposit, so no waiting period before your money starts earning!

FOUR BIG DIVIDENDS EVERY YEAR
That's the regular dividend which 1/4% extra credited to balances of $10 or more on deposit at any time during each divided period.

SPARKLENEW, Archbishop Boxeld dedicated at the dedication of the new church in St. Augustine's parish, Union City, on Aug. 28. Upper photo shows the Bishop laying the cornerstone as Rev. James J. Hervey, pastor, looks on.

Pope Sees Sadness In Need for Defense

NEW YORK Times
Following is the text of a speech delivered in English on May 18, 1937, by an English-speaking officer of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Paris. The Pope said that mem-
ers of the N.A.T.O. Defense Council should work to achieve the

Holy Father Wolste Prayer for Italy
ITALIAN CITY — Pope XII has written a prayer for Strikes in the Italian army, whatever the result. The prayer is addressed

FILM DEVELOPED
Black and White Service
Wheat, black and white, 20 frames per sec., no sound, 16 mm., 10 minutes, $1.00.
Pope Says Sound Civic Life Is Based on Family Stability

July 4, 1968

The Advocate

WELCOME HOME: Rev. Leo L. Matonney, recently appointed pastor of St. Paul’s Church, Greenville, Jersey City, is welcomed by the parish United States Council. Father Matonney returns to his parish, where he spent 20 years as assistant pastor, before his assignment as pastor of St. Michael’s, Newark, five years ago. He is greeted with him are Rev. John G. Heslin, left and Rev. James F. Connolly, assistant at St. Paul’s.

Henry VIII Would Flip Over This

LODZING (N.C.) — Allison Cottle in Krei, near the town of Krimy Henry VIII, is dreaming of being Henry VIII, as he stood in the window of a small Catholic information center and looked at a poster.

The pensive Cottle ruminated at the back of the branch library and said:

“Henry VIII would flip over this,” he said.
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Russian-Born Cardinal
To Govern Missions

As a leading member of the Ride Central Committee of the American Bishops Conference and as an influential figure in the Church's worldwide efforts for the spread of the Faith in foreign lands, Cardinal Bernard Law, named as President of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, in his recent visit to Rome, conveyed the Cardinal's perspective on the mission efforts of the Church around the world.

The Cardinal has been a strong advocate of the Church's mission efforts, especially in countries where the Faith is not well-established. He has emphasized the need for a strategic approach to mission work, recognizing that different countries and regions require different approaches.

Cardinal Law's appointment as President of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith is seen as a significant boost for the Church's mission efforts. His experience and expertise in this area will undoubtedly make a valuable contribution to the Church's mission work.

Cardinal Law's recent visit to Rome was an opportunity for him to meet with Vatican officials and discuss the Church's mission efforts. He used this occasion to reiterate the Church's commitment to spreading the Faith and to highlight the challenges that the Church faces in this regard.

In his remarks, Cardinal Law emphasized the importance of education and the need for a strong foundation in the Faith among the people. He also stressed the importance of local churches in carrying out the mission work.

Cardinal Law's appointment as President of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith is a significant development in the Church's mission efforts. His experience and expertise will undoubtedly make a valuable contribution to the Church's mission work.

---

Explanation of Red Confidence

By Louis Francis Budes

In the study of the Church's history, particularly in the period of the Church's development in the Americas, it is important to understand the role of red confidence in the Church's mission efforts.

Red confidence refers to the belief held by the Church that the mission work is essential for the salvation of humanity and that the Church has a divine mandate to spread the Faith.

This belief is rooted in the Church's teachings and traditions, and it has been a driving force behind the Church's mission efforts throughout history.

The Church has always been committed to spreading the Faith, and this commitment has been reflected in the Church's mission efforts in different parts of the world. The Church has always been willing to undertake the challenges of mission work, knowing that it is a divine mandate and that it is essential for the salvation of humanity.

In the context of the Church's mission efforts in the Americas, red confidence has played a crucial role. The Church has always been committed to spreading the Faith in the Americas, and this commitment has been reflected in the Church's mission efforts in different parts of the country.

The Church has always been willing to undertake the challenges of mission work in the Americas, knowing that it is a divine mandate and that it is essential for the salvation of humanity.

In conclusion, red confidence has been a crucial element in the Church's mission efforts in the Americas. The Church has always been committed to spreading the Faith, and this commitment has been reflected in the Church's mission efforts in different parts of the country.

---

The Faith in Focus

A.B.C. of Salvation

By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.

When Jesus said "I am the door..." He was showing the way to salvation. He was giving us a way to enter into the kingdom of heaven, and this way is through faith.

Faith is the key to salvation. It is the means by which we can enter into the kingdom of heaven. Faith is the foundation of the Christian life. It is the foundation of our relationship with God.

The Church teaches that faith is necessary for salvation. It is necessary for us to believe in the truths of the Faith in order to enter into the kingdom of heaven. The Church teaches that faith is a gift from God, and it is necessary for us to receive this gift in order to enter into the kingdom of heaven.

The Church teaches that faith is necessary for salvation. It is necessary for us to believe in the truths of the Faith in order to enter into the kingdom of heaven. The Church teaches that faith is a gift from God, and it is necessary for us to receive this gift in order to enter into the kingdom of heaven.

In conclusion, faith is the key to salvation. It is the means by which we can enter into the kingdom of heaven. Faith is the foundation of the Christian life. It is the foundation of our relationship with God.

---

What Communism Is!

HE'S LEARNING

The world is a complex and diverse place, with many different ideas and beliefs shaping the way people think and behave. One of the most important ideas that has shaped the world in recent times is communism.

Communism is a political and economic system in which property and resources are owned by the state and distributed to the people. The goal of communism is to create a society in which everyone is equal and has equal access to resources.

The history of communism can be traced back to the 19th century, with the rise of the工人运动 (劳工运动). The movement was inspired by the ideas of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who believed that the workers should be free from exploitation and oppression.

Over the years, communism has been practiced in many different countries, with varying levels of success. Some countries have achieved a high degree of equality, while others have struggled under the weight of government control.

In conclusion, communism is a political and economic system that seeks to create a society in which everyone is equal and has equal access to resources. The history of communism can be traced back to the 19th century, with the rise of the工人运动 (劳工运动). The movement was inspired by the ideas of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who believed that the workers should be free from exploitation and oppression.
Power of Priests, Honor Due Them

There exist an exception or two taken from Luke 14.
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Director of Nursing School Was Missionary in China

By June Deyer

MONTCLAIR — Sister Beatrice Marie, new director of the School of Practical Nursing at St. Vincent's Hospital here, believes that "an experience is not a test." A teacher nurse, and former missionary in New World II, Sister Beatrice has the varied experience to back up that statement.

It was before her entrance into the Social Science at San Francisco, she had been a registered nurse, for eight years in a hospital in San Francisco. During this period, Sister Beatrice was living in a mission in a mission and engaged in missionary work in China.

After her graduation as a Sister, she returned to the United States and was appointed to the position of assistant nurse. She then volunteered, "I wanted to be a nurse," she later said, "the 'hand of God' sent me to the United States to work with the sick and dying in China and to help them in their time of need.

At first, the work was not easy. The people were not always understanding. Sometimes, they would refuse to come to the hospital, fearing the unknown. But the Sisters were always there, providing care and compassion. It was at this time that Sister Beatrice truly became a nurse.

The experience in China was not easy. She cared for the sick and dying, performed surgeries, and traveled extensively. She wrote letters home to her family back in the United States, describing her experiences and the challenges she faced.

In 1945, she was transferred to the United States, where she worked in various hospitals and clinics. She continued to write letters home, describing her experiences and the challenges she faced.

After her nursing career, Sister Beatrice returned to the United States and began teaching at St. Vincent's Hospital School of Practical Nursing. She is now the director of the school and continues to inspire her students with her stories of her experiences as a nurse in China.
World's Fair Contest Brings 337 Junior Entries

By Jean Dover

What a wonderful week to announce our Young Advocate contest winners! At this very moment the Queen of England is watching the World's Fair in all its glory across the seas.

And our members in the Young Advocate Club are taking a deep breath and getting ready to enjoy the contest winners, no doubt preparing for the fun and excitement of the Fair. In our articles here, we will introduce the young minds to the world of imagination and wonder. And we will also introduce young minds to the world of science, art, and wildlife. We will show them how to make the Fair an educational experience.

There will be a series of events throughout the week, including a fair, a parade, and a week's worth of activities. Throughout the week, we will be highlighting the young minds of the world. We will be introducing the young minds to the world of imagination, creativity, and wonder.

The Fair is a wonderful place to see the world and to learn about it. The Fair is a wonderful place to learn about new cultures and new ways of life. The Fair is a wonderful place to learn about new ideas and new inventions.

Let's make the Fair an educational experience for all young minds. Let's make the Fair a place where young minds can learn and grow. Let's make the Fair a place where young minds can dream and imagine.
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Clotured Nuns
To Hear Pope
VATICAN CITY - Pope Paul VI will broadcast a series of speeches during his apostolic visit to France, the only country that has declared itself to be unaligned in the struggle of the cold war. He will broadcast his speeches to France and 14 European countries.
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Newark American Art School Celebrates 10th Anniversary in Florence

By Rev. James J. Tucker, F.C.P.
FLORENCE, Italy (MC) - The American Art School opened the tenth year of its operation on November 21st, with a special program in the old Palazzo dell' Opera of San Lorenzo.

The American Art School was organized in 1954 by the Salvatorian Fathers of the Congregation of the Holy Cross of St. Paul. In 1956 the school moved to Florence, and in 1958 it was taken over by the American Art Institute Inc., a non-profit corporation.

The school now operates in a historic building in the historic city of Florence, and is supported by the American Art Institute Inc., a non-profit corporation.

America's largest and most important art school in Europe, the school offers a full program of study in art, architecture, and design, as well as a wide range of courses in art history and criticism.

The school is located in a historic building in the historic city of Florence, and is supported by the American Art Institute Inc., a non-profit corporation.
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...and so on.
Craol, Clark, Kops Named Again  
On All-Paterson Baseball Team

By FJ Gribet

PATERSON — With exactly the same composition as held forth a year ago, The Advocate's All-Paterson Baseball Team lists a dozen of the state's finest high school baseball players for the third straight year.

Bill Pius, of Delbarton, will make his third appearance in the lineup as the ace of the Lourdes pitching staff. Pius, in his first season, was the state's most successful pitcher, with a 14-5 record. He was also named to the All-State squad.

Bill Doblin, of St. Joseph's, will hold to his third appearance as one of the top catching talents of the state. Doblin, who batted .342, will hold down the catcher's spot for the second consecutive year.

The names of Ralph Galdieri, of North, and Joe Pannone, of St. Joseph's, will appear on the list for the third straight season. Galdieri, with a .396 average, will hold down the second base spot, while Pannone, with a .400 average, will hold down the shortstop position.

The names of Jim Mattioli, of St. Joseph's, and Frank Pellegrino, of St. Joseph's, will appear for the third time as the two top hitting prospects of the state. Mattioli, with a .400 average, will hold down the third base spot, while Pellegrino, with a .400 average, will hold down the center field position.

The names of John Rehbein, of Seton Hall Prep, and Peter Pelone, of St. Joseph's, will appear for the third time as the two top pitching prospects of the state. Rehbein, with a 10-2 record, will hold down the starting pitcher's spot, while Pelone, with a 12-3 record, will hold down the relief pitcher's spot.

The names of Bob Capelli, of St. Joseph's, and John Leary, of St. Joseph's, will appear for the third time as the two top batting prospects of the state. Capelli, with a .400 average, will hold down the fourth base spot, while Leary, with a .400 average, will hold down the left field position.
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Porters' Receive Minor Orders But Don't Intend to Be Priests

RELIGION (Italy) — The only men to receive minor orders in Rome in the past week were members of the Franciscan and Benedictine Orders. The Vatican has announced that the title of "deacon" may be conferred on laymen who are ordained with no intention of becoming priests.

The Holy See has been asked by several countries to permit the laymen to be ordained "deacons" in order to assist the clergy in the performance of their duties. The Vatican has refused this request, saying that it would result in the creation of a new order of ministers, which would be in conflict with the existing structure of the Church.

The decision has been criticized by some theologians who argue that the title of "deacon" is a religious one and should be reserved for those who intend to become priests. However, the Vatican has said that it is not concerned with the personal religious beliefs of those who receive minor orders.

The new policy is expected to increase the number of men who receive minor orders, as it will allow them to perform religious functions without having to become priests. The Vatican has also announced that it will continue to support the work of the laymen who are ordained as deacons.
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Newark People to Demonstrate Methods of Teaching Religion

DEPARTMENT OF Catholic Social Work, Newark, N.J.

Newark, N.J.-Brothers of the Christian Brothers' school at the National Catholic Social Work Convention held here last week, have been invited to a demonstration of the methods of teaching religion at the Newark Public School system. The demonstration will be held on Monday, October 12th.

The demonstration will be conducted by the Brothers of the Christian Brothers' school, who will be assisted by the National Catholic Social Work Commission.

The demonstration will be open to the public and will be conducted in the classrooms of the Newark Public School system.

The Brothers of the Christian Brothers' school are well known for their methods of teaching religion and have been invited to demonstrate this to the public.

Business Interests

Vulgarizing Lourdes

Lourdes, France—Sale of religious items isn't the problem that it might be to the American scene and is possibly the "art" that may have reached to push here.

Illustrations of the Virgin appearing at St. Bernadette are being used to decorate every possible type of object as a "novelty." Sales of these items is strictly prohibited by law, but the items are being sold in every possible form and the public is aware of the law.

Bishop Eoin is extremely concerned about the growing number of novelties, and the public is urged to notify the police if any are suspected.

The French hierarchy is deeply concerned over the commercialization of the famous shrine. This development has been felt to be a serious threat to the Church's prestige, and the public is urged to report any instances of such commercialization.

Cardinal's Hat

Put in Place

Cleveland, Ohio—The first Cardinal's hat ever placed in the office of the Diocese of Cleveland has arrived.

The hat arrived on Tuesday, and it will be used on special occasions.

The hat is a traditional style, and it is expected to be worn on important occasions.

Public Press Conference

The merger of County Bank and Passaic-Clifton National to form New Jersey Bank and Trust Company.

Participants: Mr. C. Kenneth Fuller and Mr. John G. Barbour, Chairman of the Board of Directors, respectively, of New Jersey Bank.

Since we first announced that starting Monday, June 23, County Bank and Passaic-Clifton National would combine operations as New Jersey Bank, we’ve been besieged by questions from our friends and customers.

"We couldn’t find a book big enough to hold all of the folks who have asked us interested questions. And in order to cover the wide variety of subjects, we would have to write a book. So we did just that — and your copy is waiting for you at any of the 15 convenient offices of New Jersey Bank. Stop in and pick it up this week."